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On which street do you

live?  

191 Response(s)

Are there children in

your household who walk to school or a school bus stop? 

Answer 0% 100%
Number of

Response(s)
Response

Ratio
Yes 56 29.1 %

No 135 70.3 %

No Response(s) 1 <1 %

Totals 192 100%

Is there a member of your household with limited mobility or requires special physical

accommodation? 

Answer 0% 100%
Number of

Response(s)
Response

Ratio
Yes 21 10.9 %

No 169 88.0 %

No Response(s) 2 1.0 %

Totals 192 100%
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Which of the following destinations do you walk to on a

regular basis?

Answer 0% 100%
Number of

Response(s)
Response

Ratio
The village center (stores
and Village office)

173 92.5 %

School or school bus stop 48 25.6 %

Public transit/bus stop 36 19.2 %

Shepherd Park 126 67.3 %

Rock Creek Park 97 51.8 %

A neighbor's house within
VMA

129 68.9 %

Destinations outside of VMA 116 62.0 %

Totals 187 100%

Over the past 12 months, as you walked from your house along

a street within VMA, which of the following caused you concern, as a pedestrian,

for your safety or the safety of a member of your household? Please select all that apply:

Answer 0% 100%
Number of

Response(s)
Response

Ratio
Dangerous traffic speeds 109 59.2 %

Too much traffic 66 35.8 %

Poor driver visibility 60 32.6 %

Unsafe, poorly marked
crosswalks

31 16.8 %

Sidewalk cracked/ in
disrepair

56 30.4 %

Sidewalk too narrow for
comfort

73 39.6 %

Inadequate waiting areas for
schoolbuses

13 7.0 %

No sidewalks on some
streets

82 44.5 %

Difficulty crossing Brookville
Road

51 27.7 %

Ponding of stormwater 53 28.8 %

Insufficient street lighting 38 20.6 %

Vegetation projecting into
sidewalk area

66 35.8 %

Curbs and sidewalks of
insufficient height

25 13.5 %

Sidewalks too close to traffic 70 38.0 %

Other 32 17.3 %

Totals 184 100%
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Using the list of conditions presented in question 5, please

identify the specific VMA locations that present the greatest safety concerns to you

or a member of your household. Please specify the location and describe

the nature of concern at each location.

147 Response(s)

Which of the following potential improvements would, in your view, best address the most significant

pedestrian safety concerns within VMA? Please select up to FIVE of the following.

Answer 0% 100%
Number of

Response(s)
Response

Ratio
Reduced volume/slower
traffic

89 47.8 %

Safer, more visible
crosswalk markings at
village intersections

57 30.6 %

A flashing light at Brookville
Rd. intersections

31 16.6 %

Additional marked crossing
points on Brookville Rd.

54 29.0 %

Rumble strips or speed
bumps

63 33.8 %

Higher curbs and sidewalks
to separate pedestrians from
traffic

34 18.2 %

Painted curbs to discourage
parking too close to
intersections and driveways.

42 22.5 %

Sidewalks added to streets
that don't currently have any
sidewalk

67 36.0 %

Sidewalks added to streets
that currently only have a
sidewalk on one side

35 18.8 %

Consistently level, well-
maintained sidewalks

51 27.4 %

Separation of sidewalks from
traffic

40 21.5 %

Wider sidewalks 47 25.2 %

Sidewalks free of obstacles 38 20.4 %

Additional pedestrian paths 35 18.8 %

Other 14 7.5 %

Totals 186 100%
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Making safety

improvements in some cases may unavoidably require giving up some VMA

attributes that you may find desirable. To improve walkability within the

village, which (if any) of the following potential trade-offs would you be

willing to accept? Please select all that apply:

Answer 0% 100%
Number of

Response(s)
Response

Ratio
Fewer parking spaces on
residential street

54 30.8 %

One-way traffic limitations on
busy streets

82 46.8 %

Loss of one or more trees in
the village right-of-way*

62 35.4 %

Loss of green space in the
village right-of-way

53 30.2 %

More effective speed bumps 79 45.1 %

Additional speed bumps 77 44.0 %

More visible crosswalk
markings

82 46.8 %

Rumble strips in crosswalks 57 32.5 %

Additional sidewalks in the
village right-of-way

72 41.1 %

Totals 175 100%

If you checked the box for additional sidewalks in the village right of way, is there

currently a sidewalk in the village right-of-way in front of your house? 

Answer 0% 100%
Number of

Response(s)
Response

Ratio
Yes 67 34.8 %

No 44 22.9 %

No Response(s) 81 42.1 %

Totals 192 100%

TextBlock:

*The Village website describes the "right of way" as follows:

"The public right-of-way (ROW) is the

publicly-owned strip of land reserved for transportation, utilities, and

other public services. In the Village, the public ROW is where streets

and sidewalks are located - but where does private property end and the public

ROW begin?  The answer differs for each lot, but very rarely does private

property extend all the way to a sidewalk or roadway.  Measurements for

each individual property are in the deed for each property.  The Village

Office also maintains a list of the ROW measurements for each property."

https://www.martinsadditions.org/how_do_i/apply_for/right-of-way_license_agreements.php 
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July 2020 Walkability Survey  
Responses to open-ended question #6:  Identify Specific Locations that Present 

the Greatest Safety Concerns 
 

Highlights 
 
The responses to open-ended question #6 are grouped by broad category (crosswalks/intersections; 
general; lighting; parking; ponding; sidewalks; signage; trees/vegetation; traffic; and traffic calming).  
Within categories, general comments related to that category are first, followed by comments on 
specific streets.  Comments sometimes cross these categories but are only listed once.   
 
These major themes in comments may be highlighted:   
 
 Of the 147 responses to the request that survey participants indicate safety issues in the Village, 

the  issue that attracted the most comment was sidewalks, which garnered 89 comments.  Of 
those, 43 commented on Brookville Road as difficult for walking due to its narrow sidewalks 
which are close to vehicle traffic, too low in relation to the street, in poor repair, and further 
obstructed by vegetation.  Second in number of responses was the Summit Avenue/Thornapple 
Street (18 comments).  Several responses call for sidewalks on every street in VMA; two reject 
any new sidewalks.  Responses also singled out poorly maintained sidewalks on Taylor St. (4) 
and Cummings Lane (3) as areas of concern.   

 
 The second area of greatest concern is overall traffic in the Village (62 comments).  Again, 

Brookville Road is identified by many as a problem area (15), but Summit/Thornapple was cited 
even more often as a safety concern (20).  Cummings Lane was specifically mentioned in 8 
comments.   

 
 Comments on crosswalks and intersections comes in third in frequency.  In particular, people 

expressed concern about the lack of crosswalks and the safety of intersections on Brookville Rd. 
(27), with 9 comments mentioning the intersection at Bradley and Brookville; and 7 identifying  
the intersection on Brookville and Thornapple specifically.  Next most frequently mentioned 
street was Thornapple (9 comments).  There is a good bit of overlap between comments on 
traffic in general and those on crosswalks/intersections.   

 
 Fourth in order of frequency is comments on trees/vegetation as a barrier to walkability.  Here, 

6 commented on the issue in general but most identified specific areas of concern:  Raymond 
(8); Brookville (&), and 3 each for Cummings and Taylor.   

 
 Ponding drew 18 responses with issues on Brookville cited 11 times, Taylor 6, and one comment 

on Shepherd. 
 
 Respondents commented on a range of solutions including: improving parking (12); increasing 

lighting (8); using more speed bumps/rumble strips (5); increasing speed limit enforcement by 
police (2); adding signs (2); and placing restrictions on Brookville Rd. traffic (2).  
 

 Lastly 5 comments praised the walkability of the Village and saw no need for change.   
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Crosswalks/Intersections 
 
 General 
 

• I would also offer that better placement of the stop signs as well as those that can be seen 
better at night - maybe flashing ones when triggered by an oncoming car- should be a part of 
the solution.  

 Brookville Road and Bradley Lane 

• *It's difficult to cross Brookville at Bradley, should be crosswalk and stop signs.  
• Every intersection with Brookville Road - Poor driver visibility. 
• There are no enough crossing points for pedestrians on Brookville. 
• Crosswalks all along Brookville should be clearly painted and signed. 
• Crossing Brookville at Bradley Rd. is tough.  
• Regarding crosswalks, there should be a crosswalk at Bradley and Brookville since there is quite 

a bit of traffic turning at that intersection. 
• The intersection of Bradley and Brookville is dangerous for pedestrians and drivers. Crosswalks 

are needed for pedestrians to cross there. It is perhaps the busiest intersection along Brookville 
Rd. due to the incoming traffic from Bradley and the lack of stop signs on Brookville Rd. make it 
dangerous for cars and pedestrians. Adding stop signs to that intersection for the traffic headed 
in both directions on Brookville seems important too.  

• Intersection of Bradley and Brookville coming from Connecticut. Poor visibility and also heavy 
traffic on Brookville during rush hour makes drivers on Bradley pull out onto Brookville in a 
hurried and unsafe manner. 

• Crossing Brookville Rd at Bradley on foot, no markings for crossing, very dangerous!! 
 

  Brookville Rd. and Thornapple Rd. 

• Brookville and Thornapple very much needs a crosswalk. That is a scary intersection for crossing 
with children, as cars drive quickly, the gutters are deep and the street T's (so lifting strollers, 
scooters, etc. is very challenging but necessary for crossing the street), there is no crosswalk, it is 
a blindspot, and it is at the top of a hill. 

• Lack of crosswalk on Brookville at Thornapple. 
• Thornapple and Brookville rd. should have a stop sign 
• Crossing Brookville from / to Thornapple Street can be very precarious because cars travel at 

such high rates of speed on Brookville.   
• Crossing Brookville at Thornapple is dangerous and needs a crosswalk:  cars will not slow or 

stop long enough for elderly, people with children or dogs, forcing them to scurry in fear, a 
terrible feeling in our peaceful neighborhood. 

• The turn from Brookville Rd onto Thornapple. 
• Swift traffic on Thornapple in both directions at the intersection of Thornapple and Brookville . 

No crosswalk at this intersection to cross a very treacherous and blind intersection for 
pedestrian and auto driver alike on both streets . 

 Other Brookville Rd. Intersections 
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• Also, the cross walk across Cummings at the corner of Brookville Rd is dangerous due to limited 
visibility of turning traffic and cars speeding around the corner when making a right on 
Cummings.  I have nearly been hit multiple times. 

• Cummings and Brookville 
• Cars failing to stop at stop sign at Brookville and Raymond Street. 
• Cars not fully stopping at Brookville/Taylor Street intersection, especially during morning 

commute. 
• Crosswalks at Brookville and Taylor have improved, but always need scrutiny. 
• Cars not stopping at the stop signs at Brookville and Taylor.   
• Primrose and Brookville-cars not yielding to pedestrian at SS 
• I’d like to see a crossing guard in the mornings helping kids cross Brookville Rd. 
• Difficulty crossing Brookville Road - this is particularly problematic during rush hour 
• I walk the neighborhood daily, and crossing Brookville Rd is always dangerous. There is only one 

marked crosswalk near the market. This is not adequate. 
• Walking along Brookville Road is probably the biggest concern I have, on behalf of my kids who 

hopefully will get to take the bus again once school reopens.  For the SCMS bus stop on the west 
side of Brookville at Shepherd, many kids come from VMA. Some cross at Raymond, where 
there's a cross-walk, but cars often aren't paying enough attention at that cross-walk and barely 
stop. Some kids run across Brookville (often because they are late for the bus) where there is no 
cross-walk between Cummings or Shepherd (E side). In addition, the sidewalk on both sides is 
narrow, and the W side (not VMA) often has protruding vegetation. 

 
 Other Thornapple Intersections 
 

• Traffic not yielding to pedestrians at intersections of Taylor and Chestnut, Chestnut and 
Thornapple, Summit and Thornapple -- why no crosswalks!!! 

• Corner of Thornapple and Delfield Street (3-way stop sign): -Both cars and trucks not abiding by 
stop signs and speeding right through;-High speed volumes for both cars and trucks; 
-High volume of delivery trucks at all times 

•  *The intersection of Thornapple and dead-end Delfield is dangerous for peds. 
• Cars oftentimes do not stop at the stop sign at Thornapple and Delfield and it is dangerous for 

pedestrians who are walking up or down the street.  
• Thornapple and Summit 
• Many children live around the intersection of Thornapple and Summit, and they must ride their 

tricycles, scooters, run and play in the street 
• Stop signs urgently needed on Summit Avenue at T section with Thornapple East side 
• Intersection of Thornapple and Chestnut, cars parked too close to stop sign make it dangerous 

when driving to get a clear view of the position of pedestrians, especially small ones. 
• Stop signs: drivers routinely just ignore, and often speed through the Delfield/Thornapple stop 

sign (that may be true elsewhere in the Village as well). It's like that stop sign isn't even there. 
Eastbound is the worst, whether it's drivers blowing straight through on Thornapple or turning 
onto Delfield. Many times it's a neighbor!! THIS is dangerous. C'mon, let's enforce our stop 
signs. 
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 Other Intersections 
 

• *Traffic too fast on Cummings, with almost no crosswalks, a sidewalk ends before end of block, 
with traffic fast in both directions, poor visibility for driveways & kids. 

• Oxford and Primrose-same issue as above; Lenox and Connecticut-cars not stopping for 
activated crosswalk sign.  While outside of MAs, should be addressed as it affects our pedestrian 
experience and safety 

• *Shepherd St.3-way intersection in front of the park offers little protection for pedestrians, 
particularly kids. 

• Crossing Western (traffic too fast and does not stop) 

General 

• Overall I find the village pretty walkable . 
• The only reason for which I notice these issues is that VMA is a wonderful place to walk. I praise 

the Village for this effort to make it even better. 
• No concerns at all during walk.  Felt safe.  Cars traveling slowly and courteously. 
• I walk a lot through virtually all village streets and I have never been concerned for safety  an 

occasional car exceeds safe limits but that is infrequent and likely to happen whatever the VMA 
does   

• I don’t see significant problems 

Lighting 
 

• Tree canopies block all light at night, so one needs to use the cellphone's flashlight to see where 
one is stepping on. 

• Every street in Martins Additions - Insufficient street lighting 
• The new street lights individually give much better light, but the plan for added poles was never 

implemented, so the streets are still too dark when the street trees are in full leaf. 
• Street lighting bus safety and lack of sidewalks 
• In some stretches of all streets, there is insufficient lighting, especially in the summer months 

when trees are canopied 
• Insufficient street lighting on Brookville Rd 
• Large dark area of Chestnut between 7210 and 7219 
• Some lighting on Oxford St. seems out at night. 
• There is one dark location on Thornapple and one on Summit that I am aware of. 

 
Parking 

• Better parking arrangements 
• Too many cars parked on both sides of the street 
• Trucks and parking at Brookville shopping center needs a solution. parking lot is in need of 

repair. There needs to be a safer way to manage the traffic and amount of trucks entering and 
parking in this area. 

• It’s scary when a driver talking on their phone passes within 12 inches of me.  The driver doesn’t 
have a choice because often cars are parked on both sides of our narrow street. 
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• Cars and lawn service vehicles parked too close to the corners in almost any street in the Village, 
even when the area is clearly marked no parking 

• Pedestrians must walk in the road on streets with no sidewalks. This can be a problem on 
narrow roads with cars parked along the side. It is particularly dangerous for children. 

• We had a friend visit who was in a motorized wheel chair. He lived nat far away, but he couldn't 
get around the cars parked in a neighbors driveway without going into the street. I know it really 
bothered him. 

• There is poor driver visibility when cars or trucks are parked too close to driveways on Turner 
Lane. 

• *Driving on narrow streets like Turner, Shepherd, dangerous - kids & parked cars. 
• Cars parked on the cul-de-sac on Turner Ln all the time. 
• Cars parked too close to corners at dicey intersections  Summit and Thornapple East and west 

side 
• All curbs where there is no parking should be painted bold yellow 

 
Ponding 

 Brookville Road 

• Brookville and Bradley / Quincy water situation.  
• Water at Brookville and Bradley. 
• Brookville near (I think) Quincy poor drainage in crosswalk 
• There is often stormwater pooling on the east side of Brookville between Oxford and I think 

Melrose.  
• Brookville between Bradley and Taylor (ponding, speed, vegetation projecting, sidewalks too 

narrow) 
• ponding of water - Bradley Lane 
• Ponding of water at Brookville Road and Bradley Lane. 
• The worse ponding of storm water is the corner of Bradley and Brookville on the Village side. 

There appears to be no storm drain there. 
• There is also ponding during rain from about Bradley to Taylor, and on Shepherd St. at Brennon 

Lane. 
• Brookville Road is almost a river after medium to heavy rain on the VMA side between 

Raymond Street and Turner Lane.  (Walking on the narrow sidewalk will result in getting 
soaked.) 

• Storm water also pools on Brookville Road making it dangerous to walk when it is raining. 
 
 Shepherd Street 
 

• Run-off water pools on side-walk and ices in winter on several segments of Shepherd. The 
problem is aggravated by large number of houses draining garden run-off onto side-walk. 
Problem could be mitigated if sidewalks were graded towards street. 

 Taylor Street 

• Uneven sidewalks on Taylor Street result in ponding, even in moderate rainfall, especially in 
front of 3512.  Uneven sidewalks also require persons with walkers to use the street. 
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• Sidewalk on Taylor between Delfield and Brookville on south side- uneven heights and ponding 
water. 

• The sidewalks in Taylor Street have several (many?) large puddles forcing pedestrians into the 
road. 

• several areas of the sidewalks on Taylor Street are low and collect water - sometimes these 
areas freeze in the winter 

• water also pools on Taylor Street sidewalks 
• Ponding of stormwater on Taylor Street.   

 
Sidewalks 
 
 General 

• Do NOT install any more sidewalks.  Residents appear concerned over speed of vehicles driven 
by those outside of VMA.  Sidewalks won't slow down cars, but speed bumps will. 

• Adding sidewalks, widening sidewalks, more signage all will reduce the pleasure of walking the 
village streets and sidewalks 

• We take daily walks and must walk on our narrow street because there is no side walk   I am 
deaf in my left ear which prevents me from hearing well when cars approach.   

• Parts of the village where sidewalks are cracked or in disrepair. 
• Sidewalks cracked- throughout 
• While on the Village Council, I tried hard to authorize sidewalks on all Village streets, but 

without Council support. I was able to get a sidewalk down the dangerous south side of the 
blind Raymond Street hill, despite strong opposition from the property owner. That seems 
sufficient at this time. 

• I have walked on many sidewalks (Taylor, turner, shepherd, Brookville road) around VMA and 
they are hard to maintain. They all have cracks, lifted areas, ponding areas, and uneven 
pavement.. I prefer to walk in the street because it is safer. It is smooth and even.  Also, now 
with Covid 19 and social distancing, I prefer to walk in the street even more.I can keep distances 
better. 

• Pedestrians must walk in the road on streets with no sidewalks. This can be a problem on 
narrow roads with cars parked along the side. It is particularly dangerous for children. 

• No sidewalks on streets 
 
Brookville Road 
 

• Sidewalk cracked/in disrepair - Brookville Road 
• Sidewalk too narrow for comfort - Brookville Road 
• Sidewalks to close- Brookville 
• Sidewalks too close to traffic - Brookville Road 
• Brookville road sidewalk is too narrow and close to traffic  In general, I am concerned with the 

sidewalks along Brookville.  They are not in great shape, are too narrow, and the trees/bushes 
protruding into the sidewalks make it hard to run or walk with kids/strollers.  Also, there is a 
noticeable drop-off of the attractiveness and maintenance once you cross from CC Village into 
Martin's Additions.  Broken sidewalks, tons of weeds, etc.  It would be helpful for our property 
values to have a nicer public face to people driving through. 
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• The sidewalks along Brookville from Raymond to Thornapple are heavily used, yet are very close 
to the vehicle traffic and too narrow.  Brookville road should be narrowed  (I.e road diet) and 
sidewalks widened . 

• Also the sidewalk on Brookville is much too narrow.   
• Brookville road small sidewalks 
• Certain sections of the sidewalk along Brookville are very narrow and close to the road / traffic. 
• I think improving the attractiveness and condition of the sidewalks along Brookville should be 

the top priority. 
• Brookville has terribly walkability when it rains. The street was newly paved a few years ago, 

reducing height of sidewalk relative to street. Pedestrians & kids walking to school get treated to 
waves of dirty spray by passing cars.   

• *Sidewalks along the VMA side of Brookville are dangerous for pedestrians: the sidewalk is too 
narrow, offers no protection from traffic; sidewalk could be higher so curb would protect peds.  

• Narrow sidewalk on Brookville between Cummings and Taylor. 
• Narrow sidewalk and close to traffic on Brookeville, traffic flow & speed on Brookeville, non 

residents cutting through residential streets, crosswalk from Brookeville to shepherd ( across 
from market) and people not stopping at stop sign. 

• Walking on Brookville leaves everyone far too close to fast, busy traffic, and unfortunately it is 
the only route for VMA residents south of Cummings to reach Shepherd Park. This is particularly 
important for kids who want to safely play with friends and develop a real sense of community 
identity. 

• Brookville sidewalk quality. 
• Brookville sidewalks in disrepair 
• The sidewalks on Brookville Rd are too narrow. 
• Some of the sidewalks on sections Brookville are right on the street and it's hard to pass people 

without having to walk into the street.  
• Along Brookville rd, crossing Brookville and lack of sidewalks on the North end of VMA 
• I am concerned, and so is my family, for young children walking on Brookfield Road due to its 

narrow side walks and traffic. I walked to public school all my life in the Bronx and Brooklyn, 
New York, where the streets were protected from car and truck traffic. Look at what Chevy 
Chase Village has done to protect pedestrians and bike riders. 

• Brookville Road.  VMA is full of children and the sidewalk on brookville road is so narrow that 
parents can hardly fit a stroller.  If kids on scooter or bikes make one wrong move they will be in 
traffic on brookville road.  There really should be a bike lane on Brookville considering how 
many bikers/scooter riders there are.  The sidewalks up in CCV are much better. 

• The sidewalk on Brookville Road is too narrow and makes it difficult for two people to walk side-
by-side without stepping into Brookville Road. The sidewalk is also too low in many cases it is at 
nearly the same level as the roadway which means any auto that goes slightly out of control will 
ride up onto the sidewalk and may hit a pedestrian. The VMA sidewalk does not meet safety 
standards and should be upgraded so that it is well above the roadway. It  should meet the 
standard set by the sidewalk built by a Section  3 on the other side of Brookville that is at least 8 
inches above the roadway so that any vehicle that goes slightly out of control will bounce back 
into the roadway. 

• Sidewalks too small on busy Brookeville Road. 
• Brookville Road sidewalk is too narrow, broken and cracked in many places. 
• Sidewalks are narrow and too close to traffic on most of Brookville Road.  
• The sidewalk on Brookville south of the market is too narrow 
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• Brookville Rd sidewalks in VMA too narrow, no curbs, too close to traffic, shrubbery imposes on 
walkway 

• walking along Brookville Road is treacherous - sidewalks are too close to the road; the curb is 
not high enough; shrubbery often pushes you into street; sidewalk on one side only is not 
sufficient for pedestrian traffic. 

• Also, the narrow sidewalk on only one side of Brookville Rd. between Bradley and Quincy is 
insufficient to allow people to pass each other without walking into the street. This is especially 
problematic with Covid and people trying to leave space between themselves & others. If there 
is any way we could work with the Village of CC to add a sidewalk on the other side of Brookville 
between Bradley and Quincy, that would be excellent. Wider sidewalks on Brookville and 
pedestrian shortcuts from Taylor to Turner & Quincy to Bradley would help a lot too. 

• The sidewalks on Brookville Road are very narrow and the traffic is heavy and often fast. 
• Narrow sidewalks on brookville 
• Sidewalk is narrow and  uneven along brookville from Oxford to western 
• The worst area is the sidewalk paralleling Brookeville Road. It is an issue there because of the 

volume of traffic. This sidewalk is too close to traffic, there is no barrier or buffer and the 
sidewalk is too narrow to pass someone meaning that someone has to step into the traffic lane 
to get by (especially during Covid-19 this is the case, but also previously). It is quite dangerous, 
especially for someone with a balance issue, or a child on a bicycle who may lose their balance, 
or someone with a dog that pulls off into the road. My husband has Parkinson's and he feels 
extremely uncomfortable walking on Brookville Road. I feel sometimes that the force of a 
passing vehicle may swoop me into the street. 

• Brookville road too fast speeds, narrow side walks making it very challenging especially trying to 
maintain social distance. 

• Brookville road, Turner, Summit and Thornapple.  No sidewalks and hard to see cars 
• Sidewalks on brookville too close to traffic 
• In addition, the sidewalk on the VMA side of Brookville Road between Turner and Quincy is also 

a concern.  Many children walk along this sidewalk on their way to school and traffic is right next 
to the low sidewalk on much of this stretch.  An extension of the porous sidewalk with raised 
railroad ties like what is further south along Brookville Road in Chevy Chase Village, would be a 
welcome and much needed improvement to the VMA in my opinion. 

• Sidewalk on Brookville Road is in disrepair and is very narrow. 
• The only pedestrian problem is Brookville road and it’s narrow sidewalks and heavy traffic. 

Doesn’t feel safe for kids to walk along Brookville Road. 
• Sidewalk on east side of Brookville between Bradley and Raymond too close to traffic. 
• The sidewalk on Brookville (on the east side) is uncomfortably narrow and low relative to the 

street. It's so easy to imagine a driver who is not paying attention running over the curb and 
hitting a pedestrian. 

• We walk to blessed sacrament school every day and kids walk to  town on regular basis on 
brookville road whose sidewalk is too close to the road. 

 
 Cummings Lane 
 

• Cummings needs a sidewalk on both sides of the street. 
• Uneven sidewalks in disrepair on Cummings Ln 
• Lack of sidewalks on Cummings creates unsafe conditions, especially as that road is often used 

by walkers to access Rock Creek Park. 
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 Taylor Street 
 

• Sidewalks should not be used for extended construction projects (Taylor). 
• Uneven sidewalks on Taylor Street - some due to tree roots. 
• Uneven and broken sidewalks on Taylor Street 
• Sidewalk cracked- along side of LA Ferme on Taylor 

 
Summit Ave. and Thornapple St. 
 

• Summit  ave  very busy walking street  no side walks 
• Over the last 6 years we have noticed significantly increased traffic in front of our home on 

Summit Avenue as well as traffic traveling too fast .. as there are no sidewalks for our area it 
was not safe to allow our children to walk or bike in the street without constant and significant 
supervision. There is constant traffic when we go out for walks or bike rides, causing us to pause 
frequently to get over to the curb to allow cars to pass . This was the case for both recreational 
play but also ensuring the safety of one of our children in walking to and from her school bus 
stop 

• *Summit needs a sidewalk, and so does Thornapple coming up to Summit*  
• Lack of sidewalks on Summit Ave, Thornaple, Delfield and Chestnut street. 
• Summit and Thornapple-lack of sidewalk. Dangerous at night because cars don’t have good 

visibility.  
• Thornapple needs sidewalks 
• Lack on sidewalk of Thornapple. 
• Thornapple has a very high traffic volume with no sidewalks. The road is very narrow and with a 

car parked on the street there is no space for pedestrians. Speed can also be an issue, especially 
during evening commute hours. 

• The south side of Thornapple seems like a natural location for a sidewalk. 
• Absence of sidewalks on Thornapple Street and Delfield Street, which make walking at times 

dangerous with cars and trucks. Streets have high pedestrian, children and pet traffic and would 
greatly benefit from a sidewalk. We live at the corner of Thornapple and Delfield (across from 
dead-end Delfield) and would be very open to a sidewalk in front of our house, which can be a 
busy intersection. 

• Thornapple street between Brookville and summit is also a narrow nightmare to drive into the 
neighborhood. Trucks and lack of sidewalks are again the issue. 

• Thornapple St no sidewalks, no place to walk off street when vehicles approach. 
• It would be nice to have sidewalks on Thornapple and Summit but I understand those yards do 

not have a lot of room for them - so I could see lots of pushback from residents of those streets.  
Summit, is particularly tough because of cars parked on both sides of the street. 

• no sidewalks on Thornapple and Summit - I must always walk in the street and cars often run 
the stop sign and speed on these streets. 

• Most streets in the north end of VMA have no sidewalks. This is especially dangerous in 
Thornapple Street and Summit Avenue. 

• Thornapple Street and the cross streets on the east side of brookville road have zero side walks. 
There is also two way traffic and many people park on the road. There are numerous children 
and people walking dogs who are out in traffic as cars, sometimes multiple cars at one time, 
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pass by them. From what I’m told there’s ample right of way to build a significant sidewalk, and I 
just don’t understand why it’s not a top priority for VMA. 

• My most pressing concern is Thornapple Street. We live on Dead end Delfield, so it is not 
possible for us to get anywhere without crossing/walking on Thornapple. Without any 
designated walking area on Thornapple, I am often nervous about cars for myself and my 
children. 

• Suggest a sidewalk along thornapple street since every other direct artery to Brookville road has 
sidewalks. 

 Other Streets 

• Oxford’s sidewalks are also in need of repairs. 
• Areas without sidewalks (primrose) 
• The sidewalk on Quincy is cracked/needs repair.   
• uneven sidewalk on Turner Lane (especially lower part) 
• There is no sidewalk to reach to Shepherd Park on Shepherd St. One needs to use the street to 

reach the park. 
• Upper end of VMA mostly has no sidewalks as residences have encroached on the public right of 

way to point where encroachments are considered rightful property of house owners.  While 
this is of concern on Chestnut and Delfield Streets, it is a very dangerous hazard on much more 
traveled Summit (where parking is permitted on both sides of street) and Thornapple Streets, 
especially for people with baby carriages or using walkers  The question of sidewalks has been 
raised time and time again and has always been fobbed off by the council due to pressure from 
cronies who live in that area.  This is the most obvious conflict of interest bedeviling the village. 

• no sidewalks on Thornapple Street, Chestnut Street, Summit Avenue, no sidwalks on parts of 
Delfield Street 

• Turner, Taylor, Thornapple, Summit, Delfield, Chestnut - No sidewalks 
• no sidewalks on Summit Ave, Thornapple, Delfield And Chestnut Streets 
• No sidewalks - North end of VMA, e.g., ThornapplE 
• I would also like to be able to walk to Shepherd Park on sidewalks the whole way. I realize this is 

because the non-VMA parts don't have sidewalks, so it's not a pure VMA problem. 
• The closest bus stop I have is the E6 on Western Ave. There are no sidewalks to get to that bus 

stop and it is extremely dangerous for pedestrians to reach that bus stop at night. I understand 
this is outside VMA, but safe access to public transit should be a priority even if it crosses 
village's borders. 

Signage 
 

• in general, drivers don't always slow down at crosswalks...more signage would be helpful 
• Thornapple between Brookville and Summit. So many small children live in or near this 

corridor. Children (including mine) are constantly walking, riding bikes/scooters, etc. Would it be 
possible to place signs, flags, etc throughout this stretch of Thornapple to alert and remind 
drivers of the high population of children? 

 
Traffic 

 General 
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• Too many large landscape and contractor trucks throughout. 
• Sometimes too much construction traffic. Sometimes cars exceed speed limit. 
• Always too much traffic for my liking during non-Covid times. 
• Grossly excessive car volume in morning rush hour and all afternoon from end of school through 

rush hour; 
• Far too many and too large trucks/vans/commercial vehicles, including enormous construction 

vehicles that appear to be cutting through and not just serving VMA locations; 
• Speeding on our streets, even on dead end Turner. 
• Residents cycling on the sidewalk: On various roads in the village. 
• Speed 

 Brookville Road 
 

• We also have a lot of bikers in the community - including kids  going to school  bike lanes should 
be added to brookville where possible Orr shared lanes added - where cars are clearly informed 
to share the road with bikers   

• Brookville Road. People drive too fast. Also, too many drivers on Brookville Road ignore cars 
exiting from Taylor Street. 

• Bicyclists on Brookville are also at risk due to traffic speeds and lack of a bicycle lane there or on 
any nearby street. 

• Cars speeding or not obeying stop signs along Brookville 
• Cars not stopping at the stop signs at Brookville and Taylor. 
• Too much traffic - Brookville Road, particularly during rush hour 
• Too much traffic- Brookville Rd, 
• Brookville is scarey to walk down. The cars go too fast (ignore speed limit). Workers in company 

vehicles are the worst--they're distracted (cell phone or not paying attention) and they drive too 
close to the skinny sidewalk on Brookville. 

• Cars going to fast on Brookville Road. 
• Along Brookeville Rd, there is a lot of walkers, strollers, etc during the day and between Quincy 

and Western, as well as between La Ferme and Leland, while there's a great path on one side 
there is often so much foot traffic and it feels unsafe to walk in the street; and the other side of 
the street has no safe place to walk 

• Brookville Road 
• Brookville Road 
• Failure to keep Brookville Rd from becoming the single alternative to Connecticut Avenue 

because other adjacent neighborhoods have barred cut-through traffic and we have failed to do 
so; Difficulty backing pulling out of our driveway directly on Brookville as a result; and 

o Unsafe, unpleasant pedestrian conditions walking along Brookville. 
• Sometimes traffic moves too quickly on Brookville Rd. and Shepherd St. near the park. 
• Brookville Road North from park (village boundary) to shopping area 

 Summit Ave. and Thornapple Street 

• Cars driving too quickly on Thornapple between Brookville and Summit. 
• Thornapple between Delfield and Summit - narrow street that's difficult to walk on with cars 

present. 
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• Too many cars driving on Thornapple St.  
• I regularly see non-VMA vehicle traffic (DC and VA plates, etc.) traveling at high speeds on 

Thornapple and rolling through the Thornapple-Chestnut and Thornapple-Delfield stop signs 
without slowing down much if at all. At night, I've seen cars fly through both stop signs without 
stopping. I don't believe that a sidewalk on Thornapple is the solution. I believe that making it 
one-way would mitigate traffic, but even better, I've long questioned why VMA can't prohibit 
pass-through traffic on its side streets the way the Town of Chevy Chase does. The speeding by 
non-VMA residents that I've witnessed extends to other VMA blocks / streets, but Thornapple 
appears to be a popular cut-through street to get from Brookville to Beach and other points to 
the east. 

• Thornapple is used as a high-speed cut-through; drivers seem unfamiliar with the area and 
surprised to see pedestrians. 

• Thornapple- very little pedestrian space. Difficult for drivers, too. 
• thornapple st. traffic exceeds posted speed limits 
• Drivers running both stop signs on Thornapple St 
• Traffic seems particularly fast on Thornapple. 
• Thornapple used as a cut through. 
• Car speed on Thornapple; Traffic on Thornapple and Summit. 
• Chestnut, Delfield and Thornapple are particularly dangerous.  Pedestrians have to share the 

middle of the road with cars going in both directions.  I was once honked at a few years ago on 
Chestnut because I didn't maneuver the stroller I was pushing between two parked cars fast 
enough for the car who wanted to pass me 

• Summit between Thornapple and Turner - too much thru traffic, and cars go too fast, even with 
the speed bumps.  The block has a lot of foot traffic and a lot of kids playing on it, so more needs 
to be done to calm traffic. 

• Drivers going too fast  on Summit Avenue 
• Summit Avenue has traffic speeding along at all hours    
• Summit road in two spots has people playing and blocking it for. pedestrians during stay at 

home.  It makes it difficult to walk for me and neighbors since they often do not move. 
• Vehicles continue to speed along Summit Ave, and disregard the stop sign at Summit Ave. and 

Thornapple St. I have never witnessed any law enforcement present to enforce the traffic laws 
at these two locations. 

• in general, people at times go too fast down summit ave and do not stop fully at the stop signs 
nearby. 

• Cars on summit drive too fast and poor visibility because of parked cars. 
• Traffic speed on Summit Avenue. 

 

 Cummings Lane 

• Cummings Lane (dangerous traffic speeds, poor driver visibility [should limit parking over 
incline], insufficient lighting) 

• Dangerous traffic speeds on Cummings Ln and Brookville Rd 
• Volume, traffic speeds and lack of visibility on Cummings present the greatest concern. 
• High traffic speeds on Cummings Ln. are a common threat to safety.   
• Traffic volume as well as speeing on Cummings Lane and on Brookville Road (not since COVID, 

but before). 
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• *Too much traffic on both Shepherd and Cummings; could be limited 
• Shepherd Street and Cummings Lane - Dangerous traffic speeds, too much traffic. 
• Cummings Lane 

 
Other Streets 
 

• People use Delfield Street as a cut through street to get to Taylor since Taylor is a one way. 
People fly down Delfield and also go really fast down the hill. 

• Traffic on Quincy often drives too quickly -- it's a common cut through for cars that are trying to 
avoid the speed bumps on Primrose 

• Quincy Street is a cut through street and has 30 children living on it without one speed bump. 
Other children come to Quincy to ride their bikes down the hill  which is great but even of more 
concern. The new stop sign at bottom of Quincy and oxford does nothing for the speed  of cars 
driving north and south. We know a speed test was done which resulted in Quincy not getting a 
speed bump but it was done over a period when there was bad weather and construction so 
there were fewer cars and they had to slow down. 

• Speeds coming up to the stop sign at Raymond and Brookville. 
• Excessive speed of cars approaching Raymond Street both from north and from south; Cars 

rolling through Raymond St. stop sign from both north and south; 
• From Shepherd St to the shops can be distressing - speeding cars, narrow shoulder, etc. 
• Taylor st. is very congested. Narrow and broken sidewalks, poor visibility because of cars and 

trucks, delivery vans, etc. Many children live on this street and it seems dangerous. 
• Failure of traffic to stop at stop signs, especially at Taylor and Chestnut and Taylor and 

Brookeville Rd.; Speeding of traffic on Chestnut St. and Thornapple; Delivery trucks blocking 
road on Chestnut St. 

• taylor  st ,at chestnut street, traffic generally does not stop; generally , vehicle traffic speed over 
the VMA posted limits 

• On our street, Turner Lane, most cars drive slowly and carefully. But on a regular basis (maybe 
15-20% of the time) cars will speed down the street, turn around at the end, and speed back 
toward Brookville Rd. I suspect most of these are making deliveries. 

• Lack of the previous pathway to Shepherd Park: For many years, north-side residents had an 
unofficial path from the corner of Summit and Taylor to the park through a neighbor's back yard. 
It followed the trace of the old farm road that went down Summit to the farm pond (which was 
in what is now the hollow near the park water fountain). The pond disappeared when the village 
houses were developed, but the path remained. That path seems to be closed off these days. So 
the north-side residents now cut through the parking lot behind the shops to go to Turner and 
go to the park that way. It's a lot longer walk for all of us to get to the park now, and a lot less 
safe -- watching kids run/bike/scooter through the parking lot just about gives me a heart 
attack. They don't see the cars and the cars don't see them.    Is there any way the village can 
purchase a right-of-way near the corner of Summit and Taylor to restore our easy, safe 
pedestrian cut-through? 

 

Traffic Calming 

• I am also supportive of speed bumps however prevalent they need to be to make a difference.  
Finally there’s zero enforcement of people running stop signs, and there are many cars that no 
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longer even pretend to stop. With no enforcement mechanism the stop signs are optional. I’m 
would love to see cameras that generate tickets. 

• I Would propose police enforcement for not obeying stop signs and certainly controlling speed. 
• We should restrict non local traffic on brookville during rush hiour Like Many other surrounding 

neighborhoods do  it creates heavy traffic during the e act time kids are most frequently in the 
streets 

• Brookville Rd in general.  Let's move it away from state control and share maintenance with 
neighboring villages, restrict traffic to local only or one way only. 

• Rumble strips on Shepherd and Brookville. 
• We need speed bumps on Quincy 
• Shepherd street drivers go VERY fast despite speed humps endangering children. 
• Traffic speed on Thornapple. How about some rumble strips or well-placed speed bump(s) to 

slow this down 
• No concerns.  Speed bumps are effective at slowing traffic on Summit street.  If speed of cars is 

a concern for residents, install speed bumps on roads that don't have them at this point in time. 
 

Trees/Vegetation 

 General 

• Poor driver visibility 
• Residents should not be allowed to landscape the right-of-way in any way that makes it 

impossible for pedestrians to get out of the street. 
• Occasionally, there is vegetation extending over the sidewalk that needs to be cut back. This is 

easily remedied. 
• Many residents, especially in the north end of VMA where there are no sidewalks, seem to think 

that the public right of way is their personal property. The vegetation planted makes it difficult 
to avoid traffic. 

• Poor driver visibility at intersections. Vegetation projecting into the sidewalk in many places 
throughout the Village. 

• Corners are very tough to see on coming traffic with hedges 
 
 Brookville Road 

• Vegetation near Brookville and Shepherd make visibility difficult. 
• Plants hanging out onto Brookville sidewalks. 
• Vegetation projecting into sidewalk - Brookville Road 
• Brookville - Vegetation projecting into sidewalk, curbs and sidewalks of insufficient height, 

sidewalks too close to traffic. 
• Southbound on Brookville Rd. houses just south of the shops have vegetation in the walkway. 
• Some houses also have vegetation coming into the sidewalk on Brookville. The corner of east 

Quincy and Brookville is still a dangerous turn because you can't see around the stone fence 
and vegetation of the house on the corner....even with the mirror posted across the street, 
which is sometimes blocked by vegetation. 

• hedges protruding on Brookville Road, esp where sidewalk is narrow 
 
 Cummings Lane 
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• Poor driver visibility - bushes at the corner of Cummings and Brookville 
• Vegetation-Cummings 
• Streets such as Cummings where developers have torn out trees have become quite 

unpleasant! How do we bring back our tree coverage? 
 
 Raymond Street 
 

• Bushes projecting into the sidewalks is the biggest single problem. westbound Raymond turning 
on to Brookville is the biggest driving visibility problem 

• Corner of Raymond & Brookville. Vegetation has been obstructing visibility for left hand turns 
onto Brookville for years. It is especially hazardous for visibility for new drivers. Not just 
walkability but safer drivability 

• Overgrown bushes on Raymond St (between Brookville and Melville Pl) make walking on the 
sidewalk difficult at one spot 

• Leaving Raymond St to turn onto Brookville Rd the vegetation is overgrown, making it very 
difficult to see traffic coming from the left. 

• On Raymond between Brookville and Melville, there is vegetation that protrudes over the 
sidewalk and forces you onto the street. 

• We have an issue with protruding vegetation on Raymond currently. 
• Hard to pull out of Raymond and see left. 
• Shop sign at Intersection of Raymond and Brookville.  Many cars miss the stop sign  there is a 

tree blocking the sign on the west side and insuffient lighting  at night   
 

 Taylor Street 
 

• Taylor near Delfiield overgrown vegetation 
• On Taylor, vegetation overhanging the sidewalks at the home on the corner of Delfield and 

Taylor has always been a problem.  I've called multiple times to get it trimmed back.  This house 
is set for demo though - so I hope most of those oversized bushes will be removed or cut back. 

• Tree roots on sidewalk at 3506 Taylor 
   
 Other Streets 
 

• Also the vegetation/hedges along the sidewalk in between Shepard street and turner lane is 
often blocking part of the sidewalk.  Same with other houses on Shepard street on the left 
heading towards the park. 

  



June 2020 Walkability Survey, Chart of Problems by Street
(Question 5) 

Street # of 
Surveys 

Children Special Traffic 
Speed 

Traffic 
Amount 

Visibility Cross 
Walks 

Sidewalk 
Condition 

Side-
walk 
Width 

No 
area 
for 
School 
buses 

No 
side-
walks 

Crossing 
Brook- 
ville 

Ponding Lighting Vegetation Height 
of 
Curbs 

Sidewalk 
Too 
Close 

Bradley 13 6 5 6 4 5 5 5 0 5 4 5 1 7 7 9 
Brookville 5 3 3 3 1 2 2 3 0 2 0 4 2 1 1 2 
Chestnut 12 2 1 4 4 1 3 1 2 0 1 3 2 3 2 2 3 
Cummings 15 2 11 8 5 3 5 6 1 2 2 5 2 6 3 4 
Delfield 20 8 12 3 8 5 6 3 3 6 6 2 5 3 2 1 
Melville 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 3 1 1 0 3 0 1 
Oxford 4 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 0 3 3 2 1 1 0 4 
Quincy 16 4 2 11 5 7 4 4 14 1 9 7 5 3 5 6 10 
Raymond 22 7 1 15 8 6 0 1 9 2 10 6 5 3 13 3 12 
Shepherd 14 3 1 8 8 5 1 4 7 1 5 2 3 3 9 4 7 
Summit 24 5 3 16 10 8 4 6 4 3 11 5 6 7 3 2 1 
Taylor 10 3 3 5 0 2 0 2 1 0 7 3 5 1 3 0 2 
Thornapple 11 2 1 8 6 4 1 1 2 1 7 4 1 2 3 2 5 
Turner 18 4 3 9 2 6 0 6 8 1 11 3 3 5 5 2 7 
General 
Responses 

184 109 
59.2% 

66 
35.8% 

60 
32.6% 

31 
16.8% 

56 
30.4% 

73 
39.6% 

13 
7% 

82 
44.5% 

51 
27.7% 

53 
28.8% 

38 
20.6% 

66 
35.8% 

25 
13.5% 

70 
38% 



 Question #5, Areas of Concern  

June 2020 Walkability Survey 

Responses to Open-Ended Question #5, Areas of Concern 

 

Cars at Stop Signs 

• Drivers ignoring stop signs! 
• Cars not stopping at stop signs 
• cars rolling through stop signs 

Parking 

• too  many parked construction vehicles, construction trucks blocking street, 
• Illegally parked cars and trucks 
• cars parked obscuring intersections 
• Amazon and UPS all day-everyday 
• Vehicles blocking sidewalk 
• cars parked in driveways that protrude into the sidewalk 
• trucks at brookville market park too close to sidewalk on both sides of the st. 
• Cars parked too close to street corners 
• Too many cars parked on the street. Driveways need to be used. 
• Too many cars parked on both sides of the street 

Ponding 

• Large storm water access sites might benefit from  grates to  prevent unintended 
• ice on sidewalk where gutters funnel to them 

Resident Behavior 

• One of my neighbors puts recycling on the sidewalk. 
• Residents cycling on sidewalk 
• People blocking the roads using them as a playground. 
• with pandemic, bikes and scooters have also become a hazard for walkers. 

Sidewalks/Crosswalks 

• Need for crosswalks and stop signs at Brookville Rd. and Bradley intersections. 
• Lack of our old pathway to Shepherd Park from the north side of the village. 
• Areas without sidewalks. Lengthy construction projects closing down sidewalk 
• one piece of sidewalk higher than next 

Traffic/Speeding 

• We need speed bumps on Quincy 
• Cut through truck traffic 
• Through traffic using Thornapple as cut-through. 

Vegetation 

• Vegetation blocking stop signs 



 Question #5, Areas of Concern  

No Problems 

• Nothing caused me concern 
• None 
• None.  Never felt unsafe. 
• None caused me any concern 
• Governments designing a survey to support a preferred result. 

  

 



June 2020 Walkability Survey, Chart of Potential Improvements by Street 
(Question 7)

Street # of 
Surveys 

Children Special Reduced 
Traffic 
Volume 
& 
Speed 

Safer 
Cross 
Walks 

Flashing 
Light 
Brook-
ville 

Add 
Cross 
Walks 

Rumble 
Strip/ 
Speed 
Bump 

Raise 
Curbs 

Painted 
Curbs 

Side-
walks 
Where 
missing 

Side- 
Walks 
0n 
2nd 
side 

Maintain 
Side- 
Walks 

Side- 
Walks 
Away 
From 
Traffic 

Wider 
Side-
walks 

Side- 
Walks 
No 
Obstacles 

Add 
Pedestrian 
Path 

Bradley 13 6 5 5 2 5 2 3 2 2 3 4 5 5 6 3 
Brookville 5 3 3 2 2 2 0 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 1 
Chestnut 12 2 1 4 6 4 3 5 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 
Cummings 15 2 10 3 1 2 7 1 4 1 0 7 1 5 3 2 
Delfield 20 8 9 11 2 10 7 0 7 7 2 5 2 1 3 7 
Melville 5 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 
Oxford 4 0 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 1 
Quincy 16 4 2 7 5 2 5 8 6 6 6 5 4 7 9 2 2 
Raymond 22 7 1 15 7 4 4 7 9 2 10 5 5 5 8 5 2 
Shepherd 14 3 1 6 0 1 2 3 2 1 5 6 3 4 4 5 2 
Summit 24 5 3 14 7 6 6 11 1 6 8 0 2 1 0 4 5 
Taylor 10 3 3 0 3 0 2 3 1 3 6 3 6 1 1 2 2 
Thornapple 11 2 1 8 4 4 4 7 4 4 7 3 2 5 4 2 2 
Turner 18 4 3 7 2 0 5 1 3 2 10 2 10 3 5 5 3 
General 
Results 

186 89 
47.8% 

57 
30.6% 

31 
16.6% 

54 
29% 

63 
33.8% 

34 
18.2% 

42 
22.5% 

67 
36% 

35 
18.8% 

51 
27.4% 

40 
21.5% 

47 
25.2% 

38 
20.4% 

35 
18.8% 
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June 2020 Walkability Survey 

Responses to Open-Ended Question # 7 on Potential Improvements 

 

Highlights 
 
 The issue that drew the most comments was sidewalks.  15 comments suggested adding, 

repairing or widening sidewalks, while 5 expressed opposition to adding sidewalks.   
 6 comments called for more crosswalks or lights at intersections.   
 9 comments recommended more speed bumps or rumble strips, while 2 comments opposed 

flashing lights as a traffic calming technique.   
 5 comments suggested changes to parking regulations.     
 5 responses called for increased enforcement of speeding limits and other traffic laws.   
 4 people would like to see more signs, and another 4 would like streetlighting to be improved.   
 4 comments suggested changes in traffic patterns, 2 for increased one-way streets, and 2 for 

restrictions on traffic.   
 3 comments asked for the return of pedestrian paths in the Village, and 2 for bike lanes.  
 3 responses suggested clearing vegetation.   
 5 comments recommended no action as they see the Village as safe as is.   

 
Alternatives to Cars 

• What steps has the village taken to attract either city bikes or electric scooter companies to 
provide services in the village? Having alternate means of transport could also improve sidewalk 
safety. 

• Bike lanes 
• Bike lane 

 
Clearing Vegetation 
 

• Clearing sidewalks of plantings and shrubs that grow unattended would help. 
• Also requiring homeowners to cut back plants, bushes, etc to allow for adequate driver visibility 

when turning onto Brookville Road.  
• Keep foliage trimmed back at street corners to improve visibility. 

 
 
Crosswalks/Stop Signs 

• Crosswalks and stop signs needed at Bradley and Brookville. 
• Crosswalks at ALL intersections; Brookville Rd. crossings should have flashing lights IN the 

crosswalk ON the street! 
• The addition of a safe pedestrian crossing at Brookville and Thornapple would be useful 
• zebra crossing at Brockville and Thornapple 
• A flashing red light on Brookville at the intersection in front of the market would be good. 
• Additional Crosswalks needed 
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Enforcement 
 

• We also need stepped up enforcement of speed limits on Cummings Ln.  The road is used as a 
cut through from Western Ave.  Maybe a moving traffic camera to ticket speeders? 

• I think the attitudes of drivers that need to be corrected.  There are certainly some physical 
corrective actions that could help, but I’m afraid enforcement of laws (like actually stopping at 
SS) is the most important.  I think in my own survey that drivers actually stop at 10% of SS. These 
drivers are also our neighbors . Of course, we probably have too many SS, so that they are 
annoying to drivers.  Essentially no one stops at the new SS on Quincy, btw . 

• Also enforcing speed limits on streets. Much traffic on Raymond by residents & non-residents 
where exceeding speed limit. Very dangerous to pedestrians especially children 

• Issue official clarification whether cycling is allowed on sidewalks or not. 
• Law enforcement for traffic laws! 

  
Pedestrian Path 

• Pedestrian shortcuts/paths needed from Taylor to Turner and Quincy to Bradley. Putting into a 
settled legal agreement that people may pass from the end of Raymond through the lot to go on 
a shortcut to the street that leads to Shepherd Park would be excellent too. The current 
occupants of the Raymond home are happy with letting pedestrians do this but if they leave one 
day, this path used for generations may be closed off by next owner. 

• Realistically, additional pedestrian paths within VMA are critical to fixing the key problem of 
walkability in our community’s reliance on Brookville road.  No amount of sidewalk 
improvements or speed cameras will fix the fact that Brookville is a major route from Western 
to East -West. Apparently there used to be paths allowing those south of Cummings to walk to 
the rest of the neighborhood, and to Shepherd Park in particular, without using Brookville. Let’ss 
rediscover them! 

• Summit to shepherd park path 
 

Parking 

• Better parking arrangements 
• Residents since 1987- generally big improvements in lighting and signage especially at Village 

center. Increase in resident parking on streets decreases visibility and space for pedestrians, 
especially where there are no sidewalks, so drivers and walkers must be careful. Still the 
occasional vehicle that ignores one-way traffic on Taylor. 

• Parking on Brookville by sometimes large vehicles blocks vision of approaching traffic and is a 
dangerous limit to vision and safe turning from Turner to Brookville. 

• Improve parking surface on Taylor at market to remove dips that make it difficult to back out 
slowly. Otherwise just need attentive walkers and drivers. 

• Prohibit parking on Brookville between Shepherd and Turner 
 

Sidewalks 

 Pro Adding or Improving 
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• Per my comment above, I think improving the attractiveness and condition of the sidewalks 
along Brookville should be the top priority. 

• See comment above re: Brookville Road sidewalk. 
• The power/telephone poles on Brookville Road obstruct the sidewalk.  We recommend burying 

all power lines in the village. 
• Regarding sidewalks, the most important improvement would be to repair those already 

existing. I see no need to add additional sidewalks as this would add to the carbon footprint and 
continue to erode the historic and exurban profile of Martins Addition. 

• No need for sidewalks on all VMA roads, but certain higher traffic thoroughfares would be 
useful 

• Separation of sidewalks from traffic is really only an issue on Brookeville Road. Also "wider 
sidewalks" is most relevant on Brookeville road. 

• Putting in new sidewalks will require the Village reclaiming some of its property and removing 
property owners' bushes and obstacles. 

• When painting curbs, there must be a better design instead of neon yellow which looks 
commercial in a neighborhood. 

• The sidewalk on the right (northbound Brookville) around Cummings, Shepherd, leading to 
Turner is an accident waiting to happen.  

• I don't believe streets need sidewalks on both sides but all streets need a sidewalk on one side. 
• The sidewalks on Brookville should be wider. 
• Regrade sidewalks to help with pooling water becoming ice. Donâ€™t let residents water drain 

water into sidewalk 
• Brookville Road is the only street I know of that the narrow sidewalks are a problem. 
• I think sidewalks make drivers feel even more free to speed with the unconscious assumption 

that people are not in the road, and would therefore increase the danger to the many small 
happy children on bikes.  I think we need to protect what we have rather than building new 
impermeable infrastructure. 

• We need to repair the sidewalks we already have, including removal of tree roots if necessary. 
• Sidewalks should be at least on one side of the streets in the North End, even if this requires 

homeowners to abandon their encroachments.  In one ridiculous case, a so-called nature 
preserve slops over the street curb and needs to be limited to within the homeowners true 
property. 
 

 
 Against Additional Sidewalks 
 

• I love the sidewalks as they are - no added signs, markings, constructions. 
• Do NOT install any more sidewalks.  Residents appear concerned over speed of vehicles driven 

by those outside of VMA.  Sidewalks won't slow down cars, but speed bumps will. 
• I would love to have the sidewalk in front of my house removed 
• No widening of sidewalks !! Over the last two decades, VMA has already been over-built, with 

over-sized houses and concrete replacing green space.  Permeable surface keeps shrinking.  
Wide sidewalks, wide streets, bright street lights, trees slashed by PEPCO -- is that really the 
natural environment we want to live in? 

• I do not think sidewalks make walking the streets safer except on Brookville Road. The traffic on 
the rest of the streets is minimal enough that it works to walk in the street. Also, it would kill 
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trees to put in more sidewalks and it would increase water runoff. I don't see that there are 
pedestrians safety concerns. Everybody is walking all the time since Covid and it doesn't seem to 
be a problem. 

 

Signage 

• Speed Limit Signs, reduce speed to 15 mph 
• SIGN IDEAS: SLOW  PLEASE; PEDESTRIAN ZONE; CHIILDREN AT PLAY; WHAT IF THE CHILD YOU 

HIT ENDED UP; BEING YOUR OWN COURTEOUS ,  SAFE AND SANE DRIVEN HERE   
• Would it be possible to place signs, flags, etc on stretches of VMA with high children populations 

to alert and remind drivers of the many children? 
• Signage alerting high density 

 

Streetlights 

• Additional streetlight. 
• The new street lights that were installed a few years ago did not solve any of our poor street and 

sidewalk lighting problems.  We need more, brighter lighting, designed by a professional 
engineer, not Village Council members talking to their neighbors. 

• Better lighting 
• More street lighting and brighter lights 

Traffic Calming 

 Pro  

• Anything which will slow traffic on Brookville 
• Rumble strips will create a noise disturbance. If you decide to take measures to reduce speed, 

please use speed humps, NOT speed bumps.  Speed bumps are much harder on vehicle 
suspension. 

• We could use a speec bump on Quincy 
• Speed bumps on Quincy 
• Higher speed bumps 
• Rumble strips on Shepherd and Brookville. 
• Either a stop sign or speed bump is urgently needed on Summit Avenue at the T intersection 

with Thornapple Street East.  
• A speed bump on Taylor Street is needed where it meets Delfield Street.  There is a stop sign, 

but many motorists run the stop sign.  There are now an increased number of children in our 
village. 

• Speed bumps should be added to streets, incl. dead end streets. Esp. on dead ends, it seems like 
folks think there is no price to pay for speeding. 

 Against 
 

• Do you plan to put flashing lights at every  corner at brookville rd 
• No flashing lights !!  We already have far too much light pollution in VMA.  Flashing lights would 

be even more disturbing to its residents and animals. 
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Traffic Pattern Changes 

• Making more streets one way, especially Chestnut St changed to one way towards Taylor. 
• "No thru traffic" restrictions at least in morning and 4-6:30 rush hour 
• Reducing rush hour traffic volume, eliminating cut through traffic at rush hour, barring cut-

through trucks and large commercial/construction vehicles at all hours are the most critical 
priorities for restoring VMA quality of life -- in terms of safety, noise, air quality, and peace & 
comfort.  These issues represent by far the greatest degradation in VMA life over the last 15 
years. A serious, successful campaign and assertion of Village rights vis-a-vis county/state 
authorities must succeed 

• Traffic calming changes to roadway and/or one-way traffic 
 

General Comments 

• We have a real problem, especially for disability older people like myself with Parkinsons. 
Brookfield road is a death trap. 

• When you consider walkability, should you not also consider whether we have anything worth 
walking to? Brookville Market and Pharmacy are great resources for the community but the 
other shops in the market area are sadly lacking in appeal. It is my fervent wish that we would 
have a great bistro, a modern coffee shop, a great salad place, a cute bookstore, a nail place. 
Several of our local establishments are sadly out of sync with the times nd tastes of local people. 

• Reduced volume / slower traffic should be top priorities. 
 

No Action 

• This is a non-problem.  Do not waste precious tax dollars on it. 
• No pedestrian problems other than Brookville, but not sure what can be done to reduce traffic 

or get the sidewalks further separated from traffic. 
• See above, this survey is highly biased and asks leading questions that could build on fears about 

safety. Where are the questions about the value of maintaining aesthetics of our current layout, 
and the pleasures of walking our streets just as they are?  It is not clear that any of the options 
will actually improve walkability 

• The changes already made on Brookville at the stores have improved the safety of pedestrians 
in that area. 

• If implemented, some of these suggestions would make our village too city-like. Please 
somehow preserve the essential village character.  Why not try to reduce vehicle traffic if it is 
possible, given that Brookville is classified as a state road? 

 

 
 
 



June 2020 Walkability Survey Results 
Responses to Question on Acceptable Trade-offs by Address

(Question 8) 

Street # of 
Surveys 

Children Special 
Needs 

Less 
Parking 

One-
Way 
Traffic 

Loss 
of 
Trees 

Loss 
of 
Green 
Space 

Effective 
Speed 
Bumps 

More 
Speed 
Bumps 

Cross- 
Walk 
Marks 

Rumble 
Strips 

Add 
Side- 
Walks 
in 
R-o-W

Yes 
Side-
walks 
In R-o-
W 

Bradley 13 6 3 5 3 3 4 6 8 2 5 7 
Brookville 5 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 
Chestnut 12 2 1 3 8 2 2 4 5 8 4 0 4 
Cummings 15 2 4 6 2 2 9 7 6 7 2 4 
Delfield 20 8 5 8 6 4 10 7 13 6 4 7 
Melville 5 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 4 0 1 0 
Oxford 4 0 2 0 2 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 1 
Quincy 16 4 2 7 9 6 5 7 10 8 6 8 12 
Raymond 22 7 1 8 13 11 10 10 9 7 9 14 15 
Shepherd 14 3 1 3 4 5 6 5 7 6 5 11 13 
Summit 24 5 3 6 8 7 5 11 10 6 6 6 0 
Taylor 10 3 3 1 4 5 2 4 4 5 3 4 6 
Thornapple 11 2 1 6 6 5 6 7 5 4 4 6 0 
Turner 18 4 3 5 5 6 6 2 2 3 3 6 8 
General 
Results 

175 54 
30.8% 

82 
46.8% 

62 
35.4% 

53 
30.2% 

79 
45.1% 

77 
44% 

82 
46.8% 

57 
32.5% 

72 
41.1% 
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June 2020 Walkability Survey 

Comments to Question # 8, What Trade-offs Would You Be Willing to 

Accept? 

Highlights 

Most residents responded by identifying actions that might be taken, rather than trade-offs that might 
result from those actions.  If they did discuss trade-offs, most tended to identify trade-offs that they 
were not willing to accept.  Some recurring themes in the comments were: 

 Chief among the unacceptable trade-offs cited was the potential loss of trees. Nine comments
argued against the loss of any trees, while 3 responses indicated that they would accept or even
welcome some loss of trees.

 The cost/benefit of speed bumps versus rumble strips drew 17 comments.  Two specific
unacceptable trade-offs mentioned were damage to cars caused by speed bumps (2); and noise
pollution from rumble strips (2).

 The issue of additional sidewalks also drew comments on unacceptable trade-offs from 6
people, 2 of whom mentioned that narrowed streets, in particular, would be a negative
consequence of adding sidewalks, and 1 the loss of character.

 Similarly, 6 people argued that loss of parking was an unacceptable trade-off, while  4 indicated
that they would accept parking restrictions.

 Four comments expressed support for more one-way streets, with one response opposed.
 Eight people commented that they would be unwilling to accept any trade-offs as they don’t see

that the Village as problems with walkability.

Bicycling 

• Whatever you do, please do not make things worse for other activities, like bicycling and
running for exercise.  Poorly designed "traffic furniture" can make cycling A LOT more
dangerous.  Same for parking and traffic flow--don't make those more difficult just to "solve" a
complete non-problem.

Parking 

Would Accept Loss of Parking 
• Losing parking if most people have driveways is OK; not if no one does.
• Fewer parking spaces on a residential street should never be a reason not to install traffic

improvements in VMA . The vast majority of VMA residents have driveways and garages yet
inexplicably park on a public street  there is plenty of off street parking for VMA residents .

• I believe Quincy street should be one sided parking the whole street.  At the end, where I live
(163 Quincy) there is currently available parking for two cars on both sides of the street.  This is
inconsistent with the rest of the street and is very dangerous when we are coming and going to
our home.  Also. garbage trucks/snow plows/bulk trash do not always make it to our house
because of this two sided parking; making the road extremely narrow.

• park on one side of the street
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 Would Not Accept Loss of Parking 

• The lack of garages for many houses would  create a real challenge if parking is prohibited or 
spaces were lost. 

• We need parking spaces cause we all have more cars.  
• If you have off street parking, use it 
• Parking is already limited as it is; we cannot stand to lose more. 
• It's possible that if people used their driveways there wouldn't be a need to further restrict on -

street parking. As it is, few cars are parked according to County/State regs, such as 5 ft from a 
driveway apron. Perhaps parking consideration reminders would be helpful. Ha ha, "Park Like 
You Live Here" campaign might be effective, or at least funny.  

• Improve parking surface on Taylor at market to remove dips that make it difficult to back out 
slowly. Otherwise just need attentive walkers and drivers. 

• Need more parking not less 
 

Sidewalks 
 
 Anti/Neutral 

• We bought our home in 1973 and have little need for sidewalks. People are careful and children 
are watched. Sidewalks are not needed.   

• I do not think we need many new sidewalks-except for noted above. 
Too many sidewalks will diminish the character of the Village 

• Sidewalks only if people on the street want them, or if needed for a whole neighborhood to be 
walkable.  

• I see little need for sidewalks. People are careful .  Streets are too narrow already and sidewalks 
would make them even more limited.   

• Sidewalks make the street narrower for both pedestrians and cars which is unsafe. Children are 
going to play in the street no matter what so make the streets wider and don't take up the space 
with sidewalks. 

 
 Pro 
 

• a study with proper attention to safety issues, rather than the preferences of homeowners, 
should be undertaken to determine a set of priorities for establishing sidewalks on the North 
End streets that do not have them now, rather than continued obfuscation 

• Though adding sidewalks is controversial and often opposed by the homeowners, they would 
create safer walking conditions for all. 

• VMA should have sidewalks on both sides of every VMA street 
• Although I do not have a sidewalk in the right-of-way in front of my house, I would be willing to 

have one built there. 
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Slower Traffic 

• I would not do too much to slow down traffic, as it may result in a backup of more cars in the 
Village.  Maybe add a stop sign or two, but too many obstacles on Brookville are going to create 
a different problem. 

• Lower speed limits 

 
Traffic Calming 

 Pro Speed Bumps and/Or Rumble Strips 

• effective vehicle speed controls through out the village 
• Speed bumps and rumble strips 
• Steeper speed bumps and rumble strips 
• Speed bumps on Quincy street 
• On Summit, I think the speed bumps could be higher 

 

 Anti-Speed Bumps 

• Speed bumps are totally obnoxious and make people more crazy. Rumble strips are much 
better. 

• If you decide to take measures to reduce speed, please use speed humps, NOT speed bumps.   
• Speed bumps are much harder on vehicle suspension 
• No additional speed bumps please. 
• We do not need a bunch of speed bumps to damage cars 
• speed bumps are annoying and create more pollution.   
• No speed bumps. That creates a major hazard for fire/ambulance service 

 

 Anti-Rumble Strips 

• What is the point of a rumble strip IN the crosswalk, makes no sense.  Too late by then. 
• Effective speed bumps placed on the diagonal for ultimate effectiveness   Much more effective 

than rumble strips 
• Rumble strips should be BEFORE the crosswalk, not IN the crosswalk - that's a little too late. 
• Rumble strips will create a noise disturbance. 
• Rumble strips have that name because they are noisy  I’m hoping other options are chosen. 

 

Traffic Restrictions 
 
 One-Way Streets 

• One-way Streets 
• One-way sts are fine, if the traffic flow works. 
• one say street would be helpful. 
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• I think one-way streets would make a lot of sense, if paired with stop signs at Brookville Rd (4 
way stop at Bradley with traffic one-way one direction on Bradley and one-way the other way 
on Raymond). 

• TOTALLY opposed to one-way traffic on Thornapple Street.  This approach basically moves the 
"risk" factor by spreading it among other locations. This item was mentioned once a few years 
ago at the mtg which several residents including Delfield where outraged. 

  
 Reduced Access 

• Do Not Enter signs at certain hours of heavy traffic 
• Do not enter restrictions from East-West Hwy to Brookville Road, weekday morning rush hours. 

 
Trees 

 Against 

• We need more trees and village green space, not less. 
• Losing green space is horrible for the environment and worsens water runoff which is a problem 

in VMA. 
• I’d rather reduce traffic speeds than reduce greenspace. 
• And the trees: since the Village has completely failed to manage the destruction of the tree 

canopy by the building of oversize houses for the VMA lots, we cannot take down any more 
trees. 

• covering green with concrete is not very green and causes unintentional consequences 
• Please lets not lose any green space and please no more speed bumps!! 
• Do not cut down trees or eliminate green spaces.   
• I wouldn't sacrifice trees or green space for wider sidewalks. The green space is an important 

buffer to traffic. 
• I object to losing green space for more sidewalks. Please keep the village green. 

Do NOT cut trees!  The trees are what make VMA special. 
 
Willing to Accept 

• Trees are the hardest for me, but giving up one or  two trees to make a street safer would be 
OK, but would not want to lose many.  

• Remove trees  - 
• This is an opportunity to plant new trees, preferably ones that aren’t massive or could crush 

people’s homes or cars. (Let’s think of the future residents and kids who inhabit our 
neighborhood, rather than just blindly planting an oak Or large maple along a walkway). 

 

No Trade-offs 

• I am not willing to make any trade offs because there are no pedestrian problems within the 
village, other than on Brookville Road 

• As above, most of these would be unacceptable let alone highly undesirable 
• Sidewalks are really not a problem, it's the behavior of drivers in VMA that's making it 

dangerous to walk. 
• Appeal to drivers better instincts versus draconian impediments to accomplish safety through 

civility . 
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• I actually enjoy walking in the quiet streets and not having sidewalks because the streets are so 
narrow.  

• None of the above 
• Absolutely NONE of the above!!! 
• My response  to 9 below is N/A  which is not an option to chose below.. 

 

Other Suggestions 

 Enforcement 

• Better traffic enforcement 
• Speeding traffic is always alleged, never supported by studies.   

 

 Pedestrian Path 

• if anything, explore pedestrian trail easements. 
 

 Railings 

• While the walkway along Brookville is fantastic compared to what we had before, it still feels 
unsafe to me. What can be done to make it even safer?  Perhaps a railing that is protective? 

 

 Signage 

• Speed limits clearly posted on Village streets 
• More visible crosswalk markings are a no-brainer. I'd like to hear from a traffic engineer if these 

suggestions are proven effective or proverbial. 
• there could be even more signage to alert cars to kids playing and foot traffic. 

 

General 
 

• I think it depends on the location of the improvements. One can not give an opinion of what one 
is willing to give up, unless one knows what one is gaining. 

• If sidewalks must be cleared of snow w/i 24 hrs. does the village plan to assist seniors directly or 
indirectly? 

• Most of this survey is stupid 
• Thanks for the survey 
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